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The rhetoric of diabole 

Abstract: This paper examines role played in rhetoric and forensic oratory in classical 

Athens by the creation of prejudice in the judges against the opponent (diabole). It notes 

the under-representation of this process in the rhetorical tradition — as distinct from 

practical legal oratory, whose exponents show a clear awareness of the methods needed 

to create prejudice — and seeks to explain the deficiency. It also surveys briefly the 

manner and content of negative characterization of the opponent in Athenian forensic 

oratory.  

 

Rhetoric is for Aristotle the art of finding the means of persuasion feasible within a given 

situation.
1
 This is a practical skill with specific goals. In this respect rhetoric is no 

different from the art of poetry. And with rhetoric as with tragedy, the specific effects to 

be achieved determine the nature of the artifact. The result for Aristotle’s exposition is a 

pragmatic balancing act in which the ideal is recognized but tempered by a healthy 

realism. Though Aristotle in the Rhetoric stresses the primacy of reasoned argument as 

the basis for the task of persuasion, he makes argument only one aspect of this process. 

Unlike the primacy of argument, which for Aristotle is a matter of principle,
2
 the 

recognition of other means of achieving the effect reflects the contexts of performance 

and the nature of the audience. The ideal context and audience have no need for means of 

persuasion other than argument, which are literally beside the point, exo tou pragmatos. 

Beyond the capitulation to the realities of the context of performance, Aristotle’s 

approach also reflects established practice. From our earliest texts – verse texts – there is 

a recognition that the process of persuasion hinges on the perceived nature of speaker and 

audience, their emotions (however obliquely presented or invited) and the relationship 

between speaker and audience; it also hinges on the way in which any opponents or 

competitors are brought into this range of effects. It is this last which interests me here. 

The contexts for Greek oratory are explicitly or implicitly triangular; two speakers 

(sometimes more) or groups are competing
3
 for the favourable judgement of an audience. 

It had been recognized long before Aristotle that audience good will was vital for the task 

of persuasion. But in a competitive context this almost inevitably has a negative 

counterpart, the creation of an emotional distance between the audience and one’s 

opponent.  

 

                                                 
1
 Arist.Rhet.1355b.26-7: ”Estw d¾ ¹ ·htorik¾ dÚnamij perˆ ›kaston toà qewrÁsai tÕ ™ndecÒmenon 
piqanÒn. 
 
2
 Arist.Rhet.1354a: nàn młn oân oƒ t¦j tšcnaj tîn lÒgwn suntiqšntej oÙdłn æj e„pe‹n pepor…kasin 
aÙtÁj mÒrion (aƒ g¦r p…steij œntecnÒn e„si mÒnon, t¦ d' ¥lla prosqÁkai), oƒ dł perˆ młn 
™nqumhm£twn oÙdłn lšgousin, Óper ™stˆ sîma tÁj p…stewj, perˆ dł tîn œxw toà pr£gmatoj t¦ 
ple‹sta pragmateÚontai· diabol¾ g¦r kaˆ œleoj kaˆ Ñrg¾ kaˆ t¦ toiaàta p£qh tÁj yucÁj oÙ perˆ 
toà pr£gmatÒj ™stin, ¢ll¦ prÕj tÕn dikast»n: 
 
3
 Epideictic oratory too was competitive (cf. Lys. 2.2. Ómwj dł Ð młn lÒgoj moi perˆ toÚtwn, Ð d' ¢gën 
oÙ prÕj t¦ toÚtwn œrga ¢ll¦ prÕj toÝj prÒteron ™p' aÙto‹j e„rhkÒtaj), though it differs from the 

other two categories (symbouleutic and dikanic), in that there is usually no immediate opposition or 

competition to surmount. 
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That, in its purest sense, is what diabole is. Diaballein means in essence ‘to set 

apart’, ‘to separate’. From this basic meaning it comes to mean ‘set at variance’ (LSJ), 

that is: create disagreement or antipathy between people/groups. As an inevitable part of 

the task of persuasion, diabole would seem to have a natural home in classical rhetoric. 

  

But however inevitable it may be in oratorical contexts and however neutral its 

etymology, diabole rapidly developed a bad image, a process already well advanced at 

the time of our earliest rhetorical texts. As already mentioned, the basic meaning is 

‘divide’, ‘set at variance’, hence ‘make suspect’. It has no inherent connotation of truth or 

falsehood. This meaning is visible for instance in the passive at Thuc.1.127.2.
4
 This usage 

persists to some degree even in the fourth century, as at Plato Symposion 222d.
5
 But 

already by the late fifth century both noun and verb have begun to fossilize in a purely 

negative sense. Neutral uses are relatively few. More often noun and verb mean ‘slander’. 

Diabole is associated for instance with false allegations, either explicitly or by 

association with words which denote or suggest falsehood.
6
 Its link with falsehood is 

clear from its appearance with that most coloured and versatile of words sykophantia at 

Aischines 2.145, which describes the practice of the unprincipled exploiter of the legal 

process. Or it is linked with words relating to verbal abuse to suggest both that it lacks 

substance and that its sole purpose is to denigrate; diaballein occurs with blasphemein 

and kakologein at Dem.25.94, both terms which denote verbal insult. Or at the very least 

it involves irrelevant personal attack (Lysias 9.18, Lykourgos Leokrates 11, 13) which 

distracts from the facts and threatens to subvert the course of justice. It is linked with 

distorting the laws at Isaios 11.4.  This usage is already established in the earliest 

oratorical texts (Gorgias Helen 34, Antiphon 5.86, 6.7, Andokides 1.30) and is present in 

Aristophanes’ characterization of the arch-demagogue Kleon in Knights (45
7
). It does not 

matter whether those who present diabole in this way are accurately describing the 

purpose or nature of what their opponents say. The issue is what it tells us about the 

                                                 
4
 Thuc.1.127.2: toàto d¾ tÕ ¥goj oƒ LakedaimÒnioi ™kšleuon ™laÚnein dÁqen to‹j qeo‹j prîton 
timwroàntej, e„dÒtej dł Periklša tÕn Xanq…ppou prosecÒmenon aÙtù kat¦ t¾n mhtšra kaˆ 
nom…zontej ™kpesÒntoj aÙtoà ·´on <¨n> sf…si procwre‹n t¦ ¢pÕ tîn 'Aqhna…wn. oÙ mšntoi 
tosoàton ½lpizon paqe‹n ¨n aÙtÕn  toàto Óson diabol¾n o‡sein aÙtù prÕj t¾n pÒlin æj kaˆ di¦ 
t¾n ™ke…nou xumfor¦n tÕ mšroj œstai Ð pÒlemoj. Cf. 2.13, 4.22. 

 
5 Plato Symposion 222d oÙ g¦r ¥n pote oÛtw komyîj kÚklJ periballÒmenoj ¢fan…sai ™nece…reij 
oá ›neka taàta p£nta e‡rhkaj, kaˆ æj ™n paršrgJ d¾ lšgwn ™pˆ teleutÁj aÙtÕ œqhkaj, æj oÙ 
p£nta toÚtou ›neka e„rhkèj, toà ™mł kaˆ 'Ag£qwna diab£llein, o„Òmenoj de‹n ™mł młn soà ™r©n 
kaˆ mhdenÕj ¥llou, 'Ag£qwna dł ØpÕ soà ™r©sqai kaˆ mhd' Øf' ˜nÕj ¥llou. 
   
6
 Association with falsehood e.g. Isok.15.18 Dem.37.47, Dem.41.30, [Dem.]59.5, Isaios 11.47, Deinarchos 

Dem.54. 

 
7
 Knights 40-45 

   Lšgoim' ¨n ½dh. Nùn g£r ™sti despÒthj  
               ¥groikoj Ñrg»n, kuamotrèx, ¢kr£coloj,  
               DÁmoj Pukn…thj, dÚskolon gerÒntion  
               ØpÒkwfon. Oátoj tÍ protšrv noumhn…v  
               ™pr…ato doàlon bursodšyhn, PaflagÒna  
               panourgÒtaton kaˆ diabolètatÒn tina.  
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routine associations of diabole. And these are clear; it is immoral and has as its goal the 

perversion of justice. Though it is not part of my theme here, the universally hostile 

treatment of diabole in comedy and oratory tell us much about the ethics of persuasion as 

tacitly perceived by the Athenians in the classical period. It has been argued 

intermittently that the Athenians had no interest in the facts of legal cases, merely in the 

ritual humbling of the elite or the role of adjudicating a competition. This competitive 

view of Athenian judicial activity is part of a larger tendency to view the Greek world 

solely (often naively) in terms of competition. It is however worth pointing out that the 

universally hostile treatment of diabole by orators addressing popular audiences or by 

comedians appealing to popular prejudices presupposes a widespread if largely unspoken 

belief very similar to that of Aristotle, i.e. that ideally a case should be decided on the 

basis of the unadorned facts and that anything not pertinent to those facts is potentially 

misleading. On the ethics of relevance the Athenians were substantially in agreement 

with modern critics. 

 

The reality is of course more complicated. The courts continued to hear 

allegations whose main aim was to create prejudice against an opponent. Certainly later 

analysts have no difficulty in detecting its use in classical orators.
8
 It is important not to 

exaggerate the volume of such material. In a recent paper Peter Rhodes has argued for the 

relevance of much of the argumentation in surviving speeches made before the Athenian 

courts.
9
 On occasion he deals too generously with Athenian litigants and misses material 

which is self-evidently irrelevant. Thus though Lysias 13 devotes itself largely to 

narrative and argument which is directly or indirectly relevant to the issue, Rhodes’ brief 

discussion
10

 fails to note the character attack on Agoratos and his brothers (ch.65-69), 

which is not to the point, however broadly we define the point at issue, and is designed 

solely to create hostility. But it is an inescapable fact that litigants devote most of their 

attention to issues which are directly or indirectly relevant to the factual case and Rhodes 

is right to insist on this.
11

 The key word here is ‘indirectly’.  In quantifying irrelevance in 

Athenian trials it is important to avoid superimposing the often artificial notions of 

relevance which operate in modern jurisdictions. Adriaan Lanni
12

 has recently discussed 

at length the role of factors beyond the immediate facts of the subject at issue (such as 

personalities, relationships, antecedents, social and familial context, impact of verdict). 

She offers a variety of reasons for their presence – the amateur nature of the Athenian 

legal system, the restrictions on the judges created by the inflexibility of the penalty 

system (where the judges cannot tailor punishment to crime but can only convict or 

                                                 
8
 See e.g. schol. ad Dem.20.143: poll¦ dł qaum£zwn Lept…nou] ¢pÕ tÁj poiÒthtoj tÁj pÒlewj metšbh 
™pˆ t¾n poiÒthta Lept…nou, diabol¾n poioÚmenoj toà trÒpou aÙtoà.  
 
9
 P.J. Rhodes, ‘Keeping to the point’, in E M Harris/L.Rubinstein (ed.), The law and the courts in Ancient 

Greece (London 2004), 137-158 

 
10
 Rhodes (n.9 above) p.146. 

 
11
 Rhodes (n.9 above) p.155. See already C. Carey, ‘Legal space in classical Athens’, Greece & Rome  41 

(1994), 182-3. The same conclusion is reached in a more sustained analysis by Daniel Tangri, Relevance in 

Athenian courts (diss. ANU 2004). 

 
12
 See A. Lanni, Law and justice in the courts of classical Athens (Cambridge 2006), ch.3. 
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acquit in cases where the penalty is fixed and can only choose between penalty proposals 

in cases where the penalty was subject to competing assessment by prosecution and 

defence) with its implications for the judicial decision-making process,
13

 and more 

generally a broader sense of what constitutes relevant information. Sally Humphreys
14

 

has stressed the difficulty for a jury at a remove from the events and personalities to 

achieve the degree of knowledge needed to resolve issues as an important factor in the 

presentation of self, opponent and interaction in forensic narrative. In the absence of any 

methods of or agencies for acquiring and validating forensic evidence, this wider 

conception of relevance makes excellent sense.
15

 The courts needed as much information 

as was available. So what strikes the modern student of law as irrelevant may not seem so 

in the Athenian context. However, even if we allow for a broader sense of relevance in 

the Athenian legal culture, the fact remains that Athenian litigants do indulge in character 

assassination irrelevant to the main issue and that as far as we can see the judicial panels 

listen to them.  

 

The reason is in part procedural. Though at least by the 320s
16

 litigants swore to 

keep to the point, the only court which appears to have had adequate mechanisms for the 

enforcement of rules of relevance was the Areopagos, and even those could not keep an 

intelligent diabolist at bay, as we can see from the blatant appeal to the rules of relevance 

at Lys.3.44-6,
17

 precisely in a context where the speaker is digressing to introduce 

allegations tangential to the case. Other reasons can be adduced. The first I have 

addressed only briefly elsewhere.
18

 That is the scattergun approach favoured by Greek 

litigants, who like to come at their target from a number of directions. One can only guess 

at the reasons for this, though a fair guess would be that litigants have a good grasp of the 

dynamics of the situation. They have one opportunity to convince; they can only 

                                                 
 
13
  Cf. C. Carey/R.A.Reid, Demosthenes: selected private speeches (Cambridge University Press 1985).12, 

C. Carey, ‘Legal space in classical Athens’ (n.11 above), 182. 

 
14
 S. Humphries, ‘Social relations on stage: witnesses in classical Athens’, repr. in E. Carawan (ed.) The 

attic orators (Oxford 2007), 143-6; though she is talking specifically about witnesses, the point has more 

general relevance. 

 
15
 A point impressed on me by Brenda Griffith-Williams, who is currently researching toward a PhD at 

UCL. 

 
16
 Ath.Pol 67.1 k[a]ˆ d[io]mnÚ[ousi]n oƒ ¢nt…dikoi e„j aÙtÕ tÕ pr©gm[a] ™re‹n. 

 
17
 Lys.3.44-46: ™boulÒmhn d' ¨n ™xe‹na… moi par' Øm‹n kaˆ ™k tîn ¥llwn ™pide‹xai t¾n toÚtou 

ponhr…an, †na ™p…sthsqe Óti polÝ ¨n dikaiÒteron aÙtÕj perˆ qan£tou ºgwn…zeto À ˜tšrouj Øpłr 
tÁj patr…doj e„j k…ndunon kaq…sth. t¦ młn oân ¥lla ™£sw· Ö d' ¹goàmai Øm‹n pros»kein ¢koàsai 
kaˆ tekm»rion œsesqai tÁj toÚtou qrasÚthtoj kaˆ tÒlmhj, perˆ toÚtou mnhsq»somai. ™n Kor…nqJ 
g£r, ™peid¾ Ûsteron Ãlqe tÁj prÕj toÝj polem…ouj m£chj kaˆ tÁj e„j Korèneian strate…aj, 
™m£ceto tù taxi£rcJ L£chti kaˆ œtupten aÙtÒn, kaˆ panstrati´ tîn politîn ™xelqÒntwn, dÒxaj 
¢kosmÒtatoj  eŁnai kaˆ ponhrÒtatoj, mÒnoj 'Aqhna…wn ØpÕ tîn strathgîn ™xekhrÚcqh.  
     ”Ecoimi d' ¨n kaˆ ¥lla poll¦ e„pe‹n perˆ toÚtou, ¢ll' ™peid¾ par' Øm‹n oÙ nÒmimÒn ™stin œxw 
toà pr£gmatoj lšgein, ™ke‹no ™nqume‹sqe . . . 
 
18
 ‘Observers of speech and hearers of action’, in Literature in the Greek and Roman worlds ed. O. Taplin 

(Oxford 2000), 194-216, 206.  
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anticipate to a finite degree the tactics of the opponent; they are facing a large audience 

whose individual members may react to different issues and arguments.
19

 Anything 

which might tip the balance for floating voters within the jury is worth inclusion. A final, 

and possibly the most important reason, is that diabole is ill-defined. It is regularly 

viewed in our sources as irrelevant material intended to create prejudice, generally by 

distortion or falsification. But what is relevant is itself contentious in the absence of 

objective evidentiary rules. In a system which relies heavily on argument from 

probability and which lacks procedural rules which exclude prior conduct as evidence for 

or against specific allegations, all conduct is potentially relevant and the decision on the 

relevance of a particular piece of information becomes a matter for subjective decision by 

each litigant and ultimately by each judge. The motive behind the introduction of an 

allegation is likewise contentious and subjective. The association of diabole with 

falsification means that the appropriateness of any statement not directly related to the 

specific charge or dispute depends to a large degree on the truth of the allegation, which 

is itself usually contested. A good example is Antiphon 1, in which a young man 

prosecutes his stepmother for the murder of his father. Rhodes finds that this speech 

keeps precisely to the point. He is almost entirely right. Certainly the young man who 

delivered it would agree. But his opponents might well raise the spectre of diabole. The 

speech contains a brief but effective allegation of a previous attempt by his stepmother to 

kill his father (Ant. 1.3, 9).
20

 This allegation - if true - is not irrelevant to the case at issue, 

since it has a bearing on the probability of his allegation of poisoning against his 

stepmother. But it is prejudicial and entirely unsupported by evidence. Equally 

prejudicial (and probably also unattested by witnesses) is the series of violent acts 

committed by Simon in the preliminary narrative of Lys.3 (§§5-10), including  the 

invasion of the women’s quarters of the speaker’s home. Again it can be maintained that 

it is relevant, since it establishes a pattern of behaviour against which we can measure 

Simon’s conduct. Yet the speaker of Dem.37 fiercely criticizes as irrelevant a similar 

allegation of intrusion on the women’s quarters made by the opponent against his 

business partner, though the main case to which it refers includes a claim of forcible 

interference in the working of a mineral processing plant (Dem.37.45), to which the 

alleged invasion of female space could be considered relevant as establishing a pattern. 

The ambiguities of diabole are well brought out by Lys.30, where the speaker first 

defends himself against an unjust attack on his democratic credentials, classed by him as 

diabole (ch.7) and then proceeds to attack his opponent’s democratic credentials.
21

 His 

                                                 
19
 The difficulty of determining objectively the factors which influence a large judicial panel (a minimum 

of 201 in small private cases, a minimum of 501 in public cases with panels in the latter rising in multiples 

of 500) and consequently anticipating impact precisely is compounded by the absence (in itself probably 

due in part to the scale of the panels) of a system for recording the reasons for a verdict.  

 
20
 Antiphon 1.3 kaˆ m¾ ¤pax ¢ll¦ poll£kij ½dh lhfqe‹san tÕn q£naton tÕn ™ke…nou ™p' aÙtofèrJ 

mhcanwmšnhn, 1.9 toàto młn g¦r ºqšlhsa młn t¦ toÚtwn ¢ndr£poda basan…sai, § sunÇdei kaˆ 
prÒteron t¾n guna‹ka taÚthn, mhtšra dł toÚtwn, tù patrˆ tù ¹metšrJ q£naton mhcanwmšnhn 
farm£koij, kaˆ tÕn patšra e„lhfÒta ™p' aÙtofèrJ, taÚthn te oÙk oâsan ¥parnon, pl¾n oÙk ™pˆ 
qan£tJ f£skousan didÒnai ¢ll' ™pˆ f…ltroij.  
 
21
 Lys. 30.7: ”Iswj dš, ð ¥ndrej dikasta…, ™peid¦n perˆ aØtoà mhdłn dÚnhtai ¢pologe‹sqai, ™mł 

diab£llein peir£setai. Lys.30.9: ”Eti dł k¢ke‹no qaumastÕn nom…zw NikÒmacon ˜tšroij ¢d…kwj 
mnhsikake‹n ¢xioàn, Ön ™gë ™pibouleÚsanta tù pl»qei ¢pode…xw.  
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justification here is self-defence or retaliation (he is unspecific). It is obviously important 

that he can present himself as reactive, not aggressive. But he uses a kind of 

argumentation which he himself regards as diabole, though unsurprisingly he does not 

use the term to describe his own character assassination. Diabole is what you do, not 

what I do. 

 

The ambiguous attitude to diabole may explain (in part) its treatment by classical 

rhetoricians, which is marked by a combination of silence and evasion. The use of and 

response to diabole formed part of the teaching of Thrasymachos. We owe our 

knowledge of this aspect of Thrasymachos’ work to a passing mention in Plato, Phaidros 

267c:  

 
tîn ge m¾n o„ktrogÒwn ™pˆ gÁraj kaˆ pen…an ˜lkomšnwn lÒgwn kekrathkšnai 
tšcnV moi fa…netai tÕ toà Calkhdon…ou sqšnoj, Ñrg…sai te aâ polloÝj ¤ma 
deinÕj ¡n¾r gšgonen, kaˆ p£lin çrgismšnoij ™p®dwn khle‹n, æj œfh: diab£llein 
te kaˆ ¢polÚsasqai diabol¦j Ðqend¾ kr£tistoj.  tÕ dł d¾ tšloj tîn lÒgwn koinÍ 
p©sin œoike sundedogmšnon eŁnai, ú tinej młn ™p£nodon, ¥lloi d' ¥llo t…qentai 
Ônoma. 
 
Some of this certainly reflects the language of Thrasymachos. Even without the revealing 

æj œfh, we might have assumed from the language of spells and enchantment  (™p®dwn 
khle‹n), so redolent of late fifth century attitudes to the mesmerizing effect of words, that 

Plato is quoting Thrasymachos’ own words. What is less clear is whether Thrasymachos 

used the term diaballein in published works, that is whether Plato’s words (diab£llein 
te kaˆ ¢polÚsasqai diabol¦j) at Phaidros 267c are derived from Thrasymachos. But 

we can reasonably suppose from Plato’s words that later writers had no difficulty in 

recognizing the process as diaballein. And we can also be sure from Plato’s words that 

the process of diaballein and its opposite were not just touched on in passing by 

Thrasymachos but addressed at sufficient length to make him an acknowledged master of 

the art. Plato locates the term within a series of antitheses which list the opposing 

emotional effects achieved by Thrasymachos. Thrasymachos had made a study of 

emotional effects in particular and diabole fits readily into his broader interests.  

 

Perhaps the most striking feature of the evidence for the treatment of diabole by 

subsequent rhetoricians is its paucity. We have evidence (from the catalogues at D.L. 

5.46, 49, 50) for a work On calumny/prejudice (perˆ diabolÁj) by Theophrastos, which 

may be but cannot be shown to be a work on rhetoric, since (as Fortenbaugh notes) it 

could have been an ethical or political essay.
22
 With this sole (possible) exception it is 

                                                                                                                                                 
 
22
 W. W. Fortenbaugh, Theophrastus of Eresus: sources for his life, writings, thought and influence. 

Commentary vol 8: sources on rhetoric and poetics (texts 666-713) (Leiden, Boston 2005), 108-111, esp. 

110. Though Stobaios 3.12.17 (if from perˆ diabolÁj), as an account of the role and outcome of diabole in 

a particular historical situation (rather than a descriptive or prescriptive address to the creation or removal 

of diabole), suggests an ethical work, in the absence of textual context it is consistent with a rhetorical, 

political or ethical tract.  See also W.W. Fortenbaugh, Quellen zur Ethik des Theophrasts (Amsterdam 

1984), 157. If the essay was rhetorical, we do not know whether, like Aristotle and Anaximenes (see 

below), it was primarily defensive. I am grateful to David Mirhady for pointing me to the Theophrastos title 

and to my colleague Bob Sharples for further discussion of the Theophrastan corpus. 
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difficult to find evidence for a serious attempt to create a rhetoric of diabole after 

Thrasymachos. The subject is not completely avoided but treatment tends to be cursory.
23

 

We cannot accurately assess the extent of the circulation of Thrasymachos’ work after his 

death. But we can deduce both from Plato’s knowledge of the range and nature of 

Thrasymachos’ work and the fact that he can place this knowledge in the mouth of 

Phaidros that his books were widely available, at least to lovers of oratory and rhetoric. It 

is conceivable that his successors believed that Thrasymachos’ treatment was so thorough 

that it left little room for further study. This is however unlikely. It has long been 

accepted
24

 that what the fifth century practitioners of the art of logos wrote was not 

theoretical treatises but model texts, that is, set speeches which exemplified principles 

and techniques. The specific examples were in some cases at least accompanied by 

comment, sometimes perhaps no more than brief summary remarks. They were 

presumably fleshed out further with specific commentary and guidance in lectures. The 

title of one of Thrasymachos’ works, Eleoi, literally ‘Pities’, is consistent with the view 

that much of it was devoted to model examples. Unlike a title such as Peri eleou, ‘on 

pity’, Eleoi suggests a plurality of instances rather than examination by description or 

theory. Thrasymachos may have treated diabole through a series of exemplary Orgai 

(‘Angers’) complementing his Eleoi. But we also know from Aristotle Rh.1404a that 

Thrasymachos found time to discuss delivery briefly. If his work on diabole followed a 

similar pattern, it is entirely possible that he either commented on specific effects or 

generalized about the principles at work – or both. If much of Thrasymachos’ work on 

the subject consisted of exemplars, there was still work to be done in developing a 

theoretical approach. But even if it could be shown that he wrote a theoretical tract, it 

remains the case that on every other issue rhetorical textbooks tended to cover the ground 

covered by their predecessors, while on diabole the surviving treatises have so little to 

say. Moreover, apart from the riddling references to Theophrastos’ perˆ diabolÁj, we 

get no passing mentions of works which had dealt with the subject. Nor do we get any 

reflections of contemporary debate about the best way of achieving diabole. In contrast 

the oratorical works of the period are full of accusations of diabole against opponents and 

attacks on diabole as a practice. It is possible that the subject was considered too obvious 

for extensive treatment. If the rhetoricians believed this, they were mistaken, since 

negative spin requires some degree of skill. But since they are not above repeating 

received wisdom on other subjects, it is odd that so little was built on the foundations laid 

by Thrasymachos by fourth century rhetoricians – and that there is no reference to his 

work apart from one passage in Plato. 

 

                                                 
23
 Cursory treatment of diabole e.g. Arist. Rhet.1415a œstin dł oÙc Ðmo…wj· ¢pologoumšnJ młn g¦r 

prîton t¦ prÕj diabol»n, kathgoroànti d' ™n tù ™pilÒgJ· di' Ö dš, oÙk ¥dhlon· tÕn młn g¦r 
¢pologoÚmenon, Ótan mšllV e„s£xein aØtÒn, ¢nagka‹on ¢nele‹n t¦ kwlÚonta, éste lutšon 
prîton t¾n diabol»n· tù dł diab£llonti ™n tù ™pilÒgJ diablhtšon, †na mnhmoneÚswsi m©llon.  
 
24
 A. Gercke, 'Die alte techne rhetorike und ihre Gegner', Hermes 32 (1897), 341-81, G. A. Kennedy, 'The 

earliest rhetorical handbooks', American Journal of Philology 80 (1959), 169-78; K. Barwick, 'Das Problem 

der Isokrateischen Techne', Philologus 107 (1963), 43-60, T. Cole, The Origins of Rhetoric in Ancient 

Greece (Baltimore & London 1991), 71-94, S. Usher, Greek Oratory: tradition and originality (Oxford 

1999), 2.  
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Not only is the rhetorical cover thin in volume, it is also narrow in focus. In his 

commentary on book 3 of Aristotle’s Rhetoric
25

 Cope takes the opportunity of Aristotle’s 

comments on the opening section of a speech (prooimion) as the place to raise and 

remove suspicion
26

 to compare Aristotle with the other surviving fourth century 

rhetorician, Anaximenes, in chapter 29 of Rhetorica ad Alexandrum. In Anaximenes’ 

work he sees an example of the worst aspect of the rhetorician’s amoral art. In fact what 

Anaximenes offers is in one respect very tame. It is defensive. Like Aristotle, he devotes 

his space to removing, not creating, diabole. When he does recommend offensive action, 

as at Rh.A.15.4, he actually envisages maligning a target which is morally reprehensible; 

he does not recommend free invention or distortion. The discussion is thus doubly 

unhelpful. It says nothing about content (what can I say about you which will make 

people dislike and distrust you) and is unhelpful on method (what is the best way for me 

to sneak in irrelevant or misleading information without appearing to do so?).  

 

Of course, diabole does not have to speak its name. The fourth century tracts we 

have do have things to say about emotion, and clearly anything said about creating 

hostility against the opponent can according to context and nature be classed as diabole, 

depending on its accuracy, location and function. But even here one is struck by the 

narrowness of the treatment. The two characters in a dispute are relevant. But though 

rhetoric gives much attention to the issue of ethos, moral character, with reference to the 

speaker, it is largely unhelpful on the negative characterization of the opponent. This 

limitation is also reflected in the difference in the vocabulary of emotion between rhetoric 

and oratory. Orators are willing to invite their audience on occasion actually to hate the 

opponent.
27

 Rhetoric avoids this kind of inflammatory language. 

 

Thus on present evidence it appears that diabole remained largely untheorized and 

under-explored in rhetoric of the classical period. Though one cannot prove it, it does 

look as though rhetoricians are uncomfortable with outright espousal of diabole (even 

under another name) as a practice. Part at least of the reason may lie in the public 

perception both of diabole and of rhetoric. Rhetoric in Athens had a bad press in the latter 

part of the fifth century and well into the fourth century (it is of course important to bear 

in mind that these century boundaries are ours, not theirs). The exposure given to rhetoric 

in tragedy and comedy in the fifth century in particular meant that rhetoric was highly 

suspect in the late fifth century. The charge of making the weaker case (factually, 

morally) the stronger (in presentation) stuck. The anxiety in the fourth century is less 

acute; hence for instance the different tone in the treatment of intellectuals by the comic 

poets.
28

  But the anxiety is still there and is particularly focused on the teaching of 

                                                 
25
 E.M. Cope, The Rhetoric  of Aristotle with a Commentary, ed. J.E. Sandys (London 1877), vol. II, 178 

 
26
 Arist.Rhet.1415b: t¦ dł toà dhmhgorikoà ™k tîn toà dikanikoà lÒgou ™st…n, fÚsei dł ¼kista 

œcei· kaˆ g¦r kaˆ perˆ oá ‡sasin, kaˆ oÙdłn de‹tai tÕ pr©gma prooim…ou, ¢ll' À di' aÙtÕn À toÝj 
¢ntilšgontaj, À ™¦n m¾ ¹l…kon boÚlei Øpolamb£nwsin, ¢ll' À me‹zon À œlatton, diÕ À diab£llein 
À ¢polÚesqai ¢n£gkh, kaˆ À aÙxÁsai À meiîsai.  
 
27
 E.g. Lykourg.Leokr.75: cr¾ to…nun ð ¥ndrej, ésper toÝj ¢gaqoÝj ™paine‹te kaˆ tim©te, oÛtw kaˆ 

toÝj kakoÝj mise‹n te kaˆ kol£zein, ¥llwj te kaˆ Lewkr£thn, Öj oÜte œdeisen oÜte ÆscÚnqh 
Øm©j.  
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rhetoric. Isokrates
29

 comments on the unpopularity of philosophia, by which he means 

rhetorical education, in the context of an attack on Polykrates’ epideictic defence of 

Bousiris. Both Polykrates and Isokrates are writing in the epideictic tradition and 

choosing a standard theme, the defence of the seemingly indefensible,
30

 here the mythical 

criminal Bousiris. While Isokrates essentially rewrites the story of Bousiris, Polykrates 

following the established approach to this exercise accepts the traditional version of the 

story of Bousiris and attempts to justify his monstrous behaviour as portrayed in the 

myth. Plato’s attacks on rhetoric may be located in a fictive fifth century context, but they 

still have a resonance in fourth century Athens. Isokrates still feels it appropriate to 

respond to the criticism that the teaching of rhetoric corrupts the young.
31

 And in Dem.35 

we can see that hostility against teachers of rhetoric could still be exploited in court;
32

 

Aischines uses the same means of attack against Demosthenes.
33

 The feeling that rhetoric 

was a dark art may explain the reluctance of rhetoricians to address this darkest of themes 

head-on. 

 

But as often where we see deficiencies in our surviving sources for classical 

rhetoric, we find that the implied rhetoric of the practitioners is developed and astute. I 

turn first to content. Here the lack of detail in the surviving rhetorical sources, even if it 

reflects a widespread silence, does not present a problem. There was a wealth of tradition 

available for guidance on the denigration of character, largely because the substance of 

such attacks reflects the shared value system and amounts to allegations of deviation 

from that value system. Hence for instance the attacks on the opponent’s civic record,
34

 

                                                                                                                                                 
28
 T.B.L. Webster, Studies in later Greek comedy (Manchester 1970), 50-51, 110-111, O. Imperio in A.M. 

Belardinelli/O. Imperio/G. Mastromarco/M.Pellegrino/P. Totaro,  Tessere, frammenti della commedia 

greca: studi e commenti (Bari 1998), 120-121. 

 
29
 11.49 Kaˆ młn d¾ kaˆ toàto dÁlon, Óti tÁj filosof…aj ™pik»rwj diakeimšnhj kaˆ fqonoumšnhj 

di¦ toÝj toioÚtouj tîn lÒgwn œti m©llon aÙt¾n mis»sousin.  
 
30
 See C. Carey, ‘Epideictic oratory’, in Companion to Greek rhetoric ed. I. Worthington (Oxford 2007), 

236-252, 247. 
 
31
 Corrupting the youth e..g. Isok. 15.30: 'Ek młn to…nun tÁj grafÁj peir©ta… me diab£llein Ð 

kat»goroj, æj diafqe…rw toÝj newtšrouj lšgein did£skwn kaˆ par¦ tÕ d…kaion ™n to‹j ¢gîsi 
pleonekte‹n . . .  
 
32
 Dem.35.40: ™gë dš, m¦ tÕn D…a tÕn ¥nakta kaˆ toÝj qeoÝj ¤pantaj, oÙdenˆ pèpote ™fqÒnhsa 

oÙd' ™pet…mhsa, ð ¥ndrej dikasta…, e‡ tij boÚletai sofist¾j eŁnai kaˆ 'Isokr£tei ¢rgÚrion 
¢nal…skein: 
 
33
 Aischin.1.173 ”Epeiq' Øme‹j, ð 'Aqhna‹oi, Swkr£thn młn tÕn sofist¾n ¢pekte…nate, Óti Krit…an 

™f£nh pepaideukèj, ›na tîn tri£konta tîn tÕn dÁmon katalus£ntwn, Dhmosqšnhj d' Øm‹n 
˜ta…rouj ™xait»setai, Ð thlikaÚtaj timwr…aj lamb£nwn par¦ tîn „diwtîn kaˆ dhmotikîn 
¢nqrèpwn Øpłr tÁj „shgor…aj; ú parakeklhmšnoi tinłj tîn maqhtîn ¼kousin ™pˆ t¾n ¢krÒasin· 
katepaggšlletai g¦r prÕj aÙtoÚj, ™rgolabîn ™f' Øm©j, æj ™gë punq£nomai, l»sein metall£xaj 
tÕn ¢gîna kaˆ t¾n Ømetšran ¢krÒasin . .   
 
34
 E.g. Isai.6.45: Di¦ t… oân ¢xièseij sou toÝj dikast¦j ¢poyhf…sasqai, ð DikaiÒgenej; PÒte- 

ron Óti poll¦j lVtourg…aj lelVtoÚrghkaj tÍ pÒlei kaˆ poll¦ cr»mata dapan»saj semnotšran 
t¾n pÒlin toÚtoij ™po…hsaj; —H æj trihrarcîn poll¦ kak¦ toÝj polem…ouj e„rg£sw kaˆ e„sfor¦j 
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which simply presuppose a shared ethic of active commitment to the community. But 

there were also specific models for character attacks. Iambos and comedy – poetic genres 

in which invective is prominent – make much of sexual misconduct,
35

 as does oratory. 

Both use gourmandise
36

 and luxurious eating as targets. Both make allegations of theft, as 

does oratory.
37

 Attacks on origin feature in both, though oratory has less occasion to use 

them.
38

 Even epic could offer models. The rapacity and drunkenness of Agamemnon in 

                                                                                                                                                 
deomšnV tÍ patr…di e„j tÕn pÒlemon e„senegkën meg£la çfšlhkaj; 'All' oÙdšn soi toÚtwn 
pšpraktai.  
 
35
 Sex e.g. Plat.Com. fr.4 kekollÒpeukaj: toigaroàn ·»twr œsei, Isai.8.44 Kaˆ zîntoj młn toà 

p£ppou kaˆ toà patrÕj oÙdem…an a„t…an e‡comen, ¢ll' ¢namfisb»thtoi tÕn ¤panta crÒnon 
dietelšsamen· ™peid¾ dł ™ke‹noi teteleut»kasi, k¨n nàn nik»swmen, Ôneidoj ›xomen, diÒti 
ºmfesbht»qhmen, di¦ tÕn 'Oršsthn toàton tÕn kakîj ¢poloÚmenon, Öj moicÕj lhfqeˆj kaˆ paqën Ó 
ti pros»kei toÝj t¦ toiaàta poioàntaj oÙd' ìj ¢pall£ttetai toà pr£gmatoj, æj oƒ suneidÒtej 
katamarturoàsi.  
  
36
 Excessive or luxurious eating e.g. Ar.Pax 1003ff. 

         k¢k Boiwtîn ge fšrontaj „de‹n  
                 cÁnaj, n»ttaj, f£ttaj, troc…louj:  
                 kaˆ Kwp®dwn ™lqe‹n spur…daj,  
                 kaˆ perˆ taÚtaj ¹m©j ¡qrÒouj  
                 Ñywnoàntaj turb£zesqai  
                 MorÚcJ, Telšv, GlaukštV, ¥lloij  
                 tšnqaij pollo‹j: k¶ta Mel£nqion  
                 ¼kein Ûsteron e„j t¾n ¢gor£n,  
                 t¦j dł pepr©sqai, tÕn d' ÑtotÚzein,  
                 eŁta monJde‹n ™k Mhde…aj:  
                 ‘ÑlÒman, ÑlÒman ¢pochrwqeˆj  
                 t©j ™n teÚtloisi loceuomšnaj’  
                   toÝj d' ¢nqrèpouj ™pica…rein.  
 

Aischin.1.42  ¢ll' œpraxe taàta douleÚwn ta‹j a„sc…staij ¹dona‹j, Ñyofag…v kaˆ polutele…v 
de…pnwn kaˆ aÙlhtr…si kaˆ ˜ta…raij kaˆ kÚboij kaˆ to‹j ¥lloij Øf' ïn oÙdenÕj cr¾ krate‹sqai 
tÕn genna‹on kaˆ ™leÚqeron.  
 
37
 Theft e.g. Ar.Knights 77-9  

  TosÒnde d' aÙtoà bÁma diabebhkÒtoj  
               Ð prwktÒj ™stin aÙtÒcrhm' ™n C£osin,  
               të ce‹r' ™n A„twlo‹j, Ð noàj d' ™n Klwpidîn.  
 

Lys.30.23-4 prosšcousi <dł> tÕn noàn oƒ boulÒmenoi t¦ koin¦ klšptein, Ópwj NikÒmacoj 
¢gwnie‹tai· oŒj Øme‹j, ™¦n m¾ toàton timwr»shsqe, poll¾n ¥deian poi»sete· ™¦n dł 
katayhfis£menoi tîn ™sc£twn aÙtù tim»shte, tÍ aÙtÍ y»fJ toÚj te ¥llouj belt…ouj poi»sete 
kaˆ par¦ toÚtou d…khn e„lhfÒtej œsesqe. 
 
38
 Origin e.g. Ar.Frogs 674ff. 

      Moàsa, corîn ƒerîn ™p…bhqi kaˆ œlq' ™pˆ tšryin  
                       ¢oid©j ™m©j,                                                                             
               tÕn polÝn Ñyomšnh laîn Ôclon, oá sof…ai  
                       mur…ai k£qhntai  
               filotimÒterai Kleofîntoj, ™f' oá d¾  
               ce…lesin ¢mfil£loij deinÕn ™pibršmetai  
                     Qrhik…a celidën   
                 ™pˆ b£rbaron ˜zomšnh pštalon·  
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Il.1, at least as presented by Achilles, was a useful antecedent to some of the figures we 

meet in oratory.
39

 

 

So the what was not demanding. More demanding and consequently more 

interesting was the how. Since attacks on the opponent are potentially subject to hostility 

from the listener as being irrelevant and prejudicial, it is necessary to ensure that one’s 

diabole is perceived as neither. I have not attempted a systematic study of all the implicit 

ground rules. But there are some pointers which one can derive immediately from a brisk 

survey of the material. Firstly, how you introduce your material is (not surprisingly) 

important. If diabole is regularly irrelevant, you must make your attacks relevant. There 

are obvious ways to do this. Self-defence is an obvious way to do this (as in Lysias 

30.9
40

) in a culture which accepts that retaliation is appropriate when attacked. Moving 

straight from one’s opponent’s attacks to one’s own as here is a useful tactic. Protection 

of the judges and the judicial process is another useful line; you are only introducing this 

material because to omit it would allow the judges to be misled (as Dem. 54.38; again 

Lys.30 ‘I wouldn’t have mentioned . . .’)
41

. You should also keep it brief. Rhodes’ view 

of Lys.13 is valuable here. He finds Lys.13 entirely to the point. It isn’t. But he puts his 

finger inadvertently on an important aspect of the treatment. The brevity of the attack 

means that it is not felt to be disproportionate. It is helpful to use generic stereotypes (real 

or invented). It is always best if your audience already has a preconception of a person 

which you can utilize. It means that half the task of persuasion is done by the judges 

themselves; cf. Dem. 35, Dem. 37.
42

 Bear in mind that you do not need always to use 

                                                                                                                                                 
Aischin.2.180 kaˆ dšomai sîsa… me kaˆ m¾ tù logogr£fJ kaˆ SkÚqV paradoànai   
 
39
 Hom. Il.1.225 o„nobaršj, kunÕj Ômmat' œcwn, krad…hn d' ™l£foio  

Dem.54.3 œpinon ˜k£stoq' oátoi t¾n ¹mšran, ™peid¾ t£cist' ¢rist»saien, Ólhn . . . 
 
40
 Lys.30.9 ”Eti dł k¢ke‹no qaumastÕn nom…zw NikÒmacon ˜tšroij ¢d…kwj mnhsikake‹n ¢xioàn, Ön 

™gë ™pibouleÚsanta tù pl»qei ¢pode…xw.  
 
41
 Dem.54.38 •O to…nun p£ntwn ¢naidšstaton mšllein aÙtÕn ¢koÚw poie‹n, bšltion nom…zw 

proeipe‹n Øm‹n eŁnai. fasˆ g¦r parasths£menon toÝj pa‹daj aÙtÕn kat¦ toÚtwn Ñme‹sqai, kaˆ 
¢r£j tinaj dein¦j kaˆ calep¦j ™par£sesqai kaˆ toiaÚtaj o†aj ¢khkoèj gš tij qaum£saj 
¢p»ggellen ¹m‹n. œsti d', ð ¥ndrej dikasta…, ¢nupÒstata młn t¦ toiaàta tolm»mata· oƒ g¦r 
oŁmai bšltistoi kaˆ ¼kist' ¨n aÙto… ti yeus£menoi m£lisq' ØpÕ tîn toioÚtwn ™xapatîntai· oÙ m¾n 
¢ll¦ de‹ prÕj tÕn b…on kaˆ tÕn trÒpon ¢poblšpontaj pisteÚein.  
 

Lys.30.15 Kaˆ perˆ toÚtwn oÙdšna ¨n ™poihs£mhn lÒgon, e„ m¾ ÆsqanÒmhn aÙtÕn æj dhmotikÕn 
Ônta peirasÒmenon par¦ tÕ d…kaion sózesqai, kaˆ tÁj eÙno…aj tÁj e„j tÕ plÁqoj tekmhr…J 
crhsÒmenon Óti œfugen.  
 
42
 Dem.35.1 OÙdłn kainÕn diapr£ttontai oƒ Fashl‹tai, ð ¥ndrej dikasta…, ¢ll' ¤per e„èqasin. 

oátoi g¦r deinÒtatoi mšn e„sin dane…sasqai cr»mata ™n tù ™mpor…J, ™peid¦n dł l£bwsin kaˆ 
suggraf¾n suggr£ywntai nautik»n, eÙqÝj ™pel£qonto kaˆ tîn suggrafîn kaˆ tîn nÒmwn kaˆ Óti 
de‹ ¢podoànai aÙtoÝj § œlabon . . .  
 

Dem.37.52 'Epeid¦n to…nun tij aÙtÕn œrhtai ‘kaˆ t… d…kaion ›xeij lšgein prÕj NikÒboulon;’ 
misoàsi, fhs…n, 'Aqhna‹oi toÝj dane…zontaj· NikÒbouloj d' ™p…fqonÒj ™sti, kaˆ tacšwj bad…zei, 
kaˆ mšga fqšggetai, kaˆ bakthr…an fore‹· taàta d'  ™stˆn ¤panta, fhs…n, prÕj ™moà. kaˆ taàt' oÙk 
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frontal assault. You can smear your opponent by association, if you can attach him to 

events, to types, to individuals which themselves are unpopular (e.g. Lys.14, Dem.56).
43

 

You should keep it decorous. Diabole is sometimes associated with loidoria. Avoid 

strong language and overt abuse, or keep it for climactic moments. And where you do 

avoid strong language, exploit that avoidance to your own character advantage. I am sure 

there are more rules and that the subject would repay more sustained analysis. My point 

is simply that there are ways to avoid the potential negatives of one’s diabole and that 

these were appreciated by oratorical practitioners. One would like to know if this – as 

much as if not more than content – was what Thrasymachos taught.  

 

The treatment of diabole is limited in another respect, though this is fairly typical 

of classical rhetoric. In the discussion of diabole (both offensive and defensive) by 

Aristotle and Anaximenes one weakness immediately apparent is the narrowness of the 

prescription and the serious inadequacy as a reflection of actual practice. As often, 

oratory proves more revealing than rhetoric for the period. Both Aristotle and 

Anaximenes deal with the creation and removal of diabole with reference specifically and 

exclusively to the prooimion and the epilogos. The logic is explicit and (in its way) 

reasonable. The rhetoricians focus on the points where contact is established and broken 

and assume that the point of break-off, as the last thing the audience hears, is the point to 

leave poison in their ears, while the opening as the point which creates the initial 

sympathetic bond with the audience is the natural place to dispel any hostility as part of 

the creation of that bond. It happens however to have only a limited bearing on actual 

practice. In reality, the effects of creating and dispelling prejudice are embedded 

throughout the speech. The main reason for this deficiency in the rhetoricians is probably 

the formalist approach to oratory typical of the period.
44

 From this perspective, each part 

of the speech has its role and its desired qualities. As an approach this is not without 

merit, in that there are effects which are especially at home in each section. But the rigid 

application of architectural principles risks eliding the fact that many effects are 

potentially at home in any part of the speech. Beneath this deficiency lies a larger 

tendency for rhetoric and oratory to diverge, a tendency on which I have commented 

                                                                                                                                                 
a„scÚnetai lšgwn, oÙdł toÝj ¢koÚontaj o‡etai manq£nein Óti sukofantoàntÒj ™sti logismÕj 
oátoj, oÙk ¢dikoumšnou.  
 
43
 Lys.14.25 Oátoj g¦r pa‹j młn ín par' 'Arced»mJ tù gl£mwni, oÙk Ñl…ga tîn Ømetšrwn 

ØfVrhmšnJ, pollîn Ðrèntwn œpinen ØpÕ tù aÙtù ƒmat…J  katake…menoj . . . 
 

[Dem.]56.7 Ãsan g£r, ð ¥ndrej dikasta…, †na mhdł toàto ¢gnoÁte, Øphrštai kaˆ sunergoˆ p£ntej 
oátoi Kleomšnouj toà ™n tÍ A„gÚptJ ¥rxantoj, Öj ™x oá t¾n ¢rc¾n paršlaben oÙk Ñl…ga kak¦ 
ºrg£sato t¾n pÒlin t¾n Ømetšran, m©llon dł kaˆ toÝj ¥llouj “Ellhnaj, paligkaphleÚwn kaˆ 
sunist¦j t¦j tim¦j toà s…tou kaˆ aÙtÕj kaˆ oátoi met' aÙtoà.  
 
44
  From Aristotle one would deduce that his own limited categories of parts of the speech would not have 

been accepted by all rhetoricians, some of whom were prone to multiply subdivisions. Arist.Rhet.1414b: 

‡dia młn oân taàta, t¦ dł ple‹sta proo…mion prÒqesij p…stij ™p…logoj· t¦ g¦r prÕj tÕn ¢nt…dikon 
tîn p…steèn ™sti, kaˆ ¹ ¢ntiparabol¾ aÜxhsij tîn aÙtoà, éste mšroj ti tîn p…stewn 
(¢pode…knusi g£r ti Ð poiîn toàto), ¢ll' oÙ tÕ proo…mion, oÙd' Ð ™p…logoj, ¢ll' ¢namimn»skei. 
œstai oân, ¥n tij t¦ toiaàta diairÍ, Óper ™po…oun oƒ perˆ QeÒdwron, di»ghsij ›teron kaˆ [¹] 
™pidi»ghsij kaˆ prodi»ghsij, kaˆ œlegcoj kaˆ ™pexšlegcoj. kaˆ prodi»ghsij, kaˆ œlegcoj kaˆ 
™pexšlegcoj.  
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elsewhere.
45

 This reflects a cultural fact, that (with the exception of Antiphon and – after 

his final eradication as a political force by Demosthenes – Aischines) rhetoric was not 

taught, and rhetorical treatises were not written, by active politicians and logographers. 

Rhetoric therefore has a tendency toward the abstract and cannot always survive the cold 

test of reality.
46

   

 

Chris Carey, UCL (c.carey@ucl.ac.uk) 

                                                 
 
45
 ‘Artless proofs in Aristotle and the orators’, Bulletin of the Iinstitute of Classical Studies  N.S..39 (1994), 

95-106, repr. in E. Carawan (ed.) The attic orators (Oxford 2007), 229-246,  ‘Nomos  in Attic rhetoric and 

oratory’, Journal of Hellenic Studies 116 (1996), 33-46. 

 
46
 This is a revised version of a paper delivered at a conference on philosophy and rhetoric at the University 

of Crete Rhethymno in October 2004 organized by Anna Missiou and Chloe Balla. I am grateful to the 

University of Crete for its hospitality and to all who commented on the oral version of the paper and to 

David Mirhady for picking up errors and alerting me to omissions. 


